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3 of 3 review helpful Glad I read this book By LP Dion Owens writing style is more like a brother sharing his love of 
Scripture as opposed to a lofty theologian even though he handles complex beliefs He is clear and his ideas are well 
defined I was never left wondering what Owens was trying to convey In fact this book is formatted in such a way that 
Owens states his Goal and Purpose at the beginning of each chapter and Does God allow tornadoes Or does He PLAN 
them What about cancer If God is in control why pray Does prayer really change things Did you know tithing money 
is NOT taught in the Bible Does your church consider the three E s to be worship What is Oprah s greatest aha 
moment What does that have to do with a book like this Struggling to know God s will Maybe it s none of our 
business How can God be sovereign in all things and man have free will at the same About the Author After growing 
up a Baptist in Dallas and attending various Bible churches since my marriage in 1973 our youngest child Colson was 
killed in a tornado in 2006 Much of the impetus for this book is the result of what God has brought me through 
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but i digress why is this perception of the weirdo homeschooler so pervasive why is it that despite the clear academic 
achievement of most homeschooled students  Free  i have seen this same thing and agree 100 this is a very good 
example of why i tend to not got to big churches from all the years of going to church and  review the great powers 
had photographs of the railway routes that the trains took to auschwitz pope francis remarked last week tell me he 
asked why 10 reasons why people dont go to church reason 1 why people dont go to church the perception of 
christians is one of judgmentalism and negativity 
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